Persistence of residual beta cells and islet autoimmunity during increasing duration of diabetes in NOD mice and experimental approaches toward reversing new-onset disease with bioactive peptides.
The precise fate of beta cells and the presence of islet infiltrates after onset of type 1 diabetes have not yet been fully characterized. Recently we showed that in newly diabetic NOD mice an appreciable number of beta cells remain. This was also observed during the first 2 weeks of diabetes in NOD mice without treatment with insulin. However, the mean number of beta cells per unit islet cross-sectional area decreased with increasing duration of disease. In contrast, glucagon and somatostatin cell numbers showed an increase. The persistence of insulitis in several islets until 4 weeks of diabetes suggests ongoing beta cell autoimmunity over a protracted phase. Combined daily treatment of newly diabetic NOD mice with epidermal growth factor (EGF) and gastrin for the first 14 days of diabetes resulted in temporary restoration of normoglycemia in 7 of 15 mice. We speculate that the residual beta cells present soon after onset of diabetes may respond to experimental regeneration. Treatment of newly diabetic NOD mice with the bioactive peptides EGF and gastrin resulted in partial and temporary reversal of diabetes. We propose that peptide therapies combined with other benign immunomodulatory approaches to rescue and preserve beta cells in the long term and to prevent recurring autoimmunity may be more effective than peptide therapy alone in reversing diabetes in NOD mice.